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Recommendation 
Approve one-year extensions of the downtown waste removal contract and Business 
Improvement District (BID) Management contract. If Council is supportive, staff will 
return before the contracts expire on November 30 with new contracts for consideration.  
 
Executive Summary 
Due to the ongoing economic impacts of COVID-19 and the resulting uncertainty of the 
market, staff recommends extending the City Service contracts for downtown trash and 
BID management services for an additional year through November 30, 2021. Council's 
waste diversion goals will introduce more complex operations and may  increase costs. 
New operational changes that may impact a business's continuity, given the 
uncertaintyfacing the tourism economy, isn't recommended until after the ski season 
concludes and more certainy is obtained. 
 
Background 
In 2007, Summit County chose to focus on providing residential and not commercial 
trash service operations throughout Summit County due to rising costs. In response, 
PCMC procured two service providers to ensure consistent and quality services in 
downtown Park City: 
 

1. Downtown Trash - Consolidation of solid waste services with a single trash 
provider for the downtown provides a consistent and predictable trash service 
level. Additionally, it limits multiple companies (trucks, pick up times, dumpsters, 
totes, etc.) operating throughout the downtown. 
 
PCMC entered into the current solid waste removal contract with Republic 
Services in 2013. That contract was extended in 2016, again in 2019, and most 
recently on June 25, 2020, Council agreed to extend the contract to November 
30, 2020 (link). 
 

2. Downtown BID – The current service provider, the Historic Park City Alliance 
(HPCA), uses proceeds from the BID to provide staff and helps manage and 
implement the trash contract, and allows for communication with PCMC. A $243 
fee is levied annually on each business license within the BID, including 
convention and sales licenses. The City's role is to decide if the services 
provided are in the public's interest and then actas a conduit to pass through 
funding created by the fee that  merchants  impose upon themselves. 

 

https://granicus_production_attachments.s3.amazonaws.com/parkcity/99d89bb8206dd6200ca3dd76a4fea6ce0.pdf


PCMC approved the service provider agreement with HPCA to administer the 
BID in 2007. On June 6, 2019, PCMC extended the contract to June 30, 2020, 
and adjusted the scope slightly to be more specific and include performance 
standards to provide clarity to both parties. On June 25, 2020, Council agreed to 
extend the contract to November 30, 2020 (link). As an interim step Council 
asked their liaisons to engage with HPCA board to discuss possible changes to 
the BID management scope. 

 
Analysis 
Before the Covid pandemic, staff was finalizing an RFP to procure a service provider to 
implement the Council's aggressive waste diversion goals and  concurrently preparing 
to procure a BID service provider.  Council liaisons met with HPCA on September 10, 
2020. The group discussed the option of delaying new trash & BID contracts.  In the 
context of ongoing COVID related impacts and uncertainty of the market, staff agrees 
that introducing new or additional items to downtown businesses is better to delay for 
one more winter season.  Both contracts will expire on November 30, 2020.  
 
Timing 
Staff considered six and twelve-month extensions. Staff recommend twelve months, in 
thatthere is still so much uncertainty with the timing of economic recovery, we don't want 
to come back with yet another extension if the market hasn't become more predictable. 
The counter of that argument is that we will have a further delay in implementing waste 
diversion goals.    
 
Current Diversion Policy  
Without clear deliverables for diversion in the current trash contract, recycling has been 
a combination of efforts. There are a cardboard compactor and two cardboard 
dumpsters in use through the Republic/City contract. The HPCA initiated a business 
franchise fee that provides mobile recycling for pre-sorted cardboard, paper, plastic, 
aluminum, and metal. It is available to all merchants on a set schedule (2-3x/week). 
There is no centralized glass or food waste program, with individual businesses using 
individual contractors to provide services. Containers to store glass and food are 
random and inconsistent, often found on public property in varying forms, shapes, and 
sizes. 
 
With the draft trash RFP, staff intended to pursue a comprehensive and graduated 
implementation strategy over an extended contract. Establishing clear waste diversion 
goals and policies will aid with identifying deliverables for prospective bidders. .  
 
Financial 
Staff is currently working with Republic to identify any possible increases in cost.  
Increased costs aren’t anticipated with the reduction in volumes both for HPCA and City 
facilities. However, the current contract does consider increases for the CPI. Staff is 
working with Republic to identify any cost implications. HPCA has not suggested 
increasing scope or costs as part of any one-year extension. 

https://granicus_production_attachments.s3.amazonaws.com/parkcity/99d89bb8206dd6200ca3dd76a4fea6ce0.pdf


Alternatives 
1. Approve a shorter extension, i.e., six months - Implement waste diversion 

goals sooner. 
2. Not authorize extensions – Would not allow enough time to procure service 

providers by November 30 expiration. At a minimum the existing contracts 
would need 90-day extensions. 

 
Exhibits 
Attachment A Republic Services Contract Fourth Addendum 
Attachment B  HPCA BID Contract Second Addendum 
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